IBMCP Online Seminars 2021

**MAY 7 16:00h**
"The force of water: Systematic discovery of green lineage osmotic pathways"
Josep Vilarrasa, PhD Stanford University, USA

**MAY 14 12:30h**
“An arms race at RNA silencing: an evolutionary view of the role of miRNA targets in plant immunity”
Ignacio Rubio, PhD CRAG, Barcelona.

**MAY 28 13:00h**
“Plant growth plasticity in a complex environment”
Jorge Casal, PhD IFEVA-CONICET, Buenos Aires.

**JUNE 4 11:00h**
“Mobile TERMINAL FLOWER1 determines seed size in Arabidopsis”
Hao Yu, PhD Department of Biological Sciences National. University of Singapore.

**JUNE 11 16:00**
"From biosynthesis to function: exploring the multiple facets of plant extracellular lipids"
Isabel Molina, PhD Department of Biology. Algoma University Canada.

**JUNE 18 12:30h**
"Microtubule dynamics: key modulator of plant development and cellular stress response"
Juan Carlos Montesinos, PhD ETH Zurich, Suiza.

**JULY 2 12:30h**
"Crop archaeogenomics and origins of plant domestication. The road ahead”
Laura Botigué, PhD CRAG, Barcelona.

A Teams link will be posted the day before the seminar on the IBMPC web (www.ibmcp.csic.es) and Twitter account (@IBMCP).